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Contributions from Jennifer Stafford (CSI), Aileen Maldonado (while at Valent).Project developed from discussions with CropLife America’s Effects Committee, chaired by Dan Edwards (BASF) and Michelle Blickley (Corteva). Also thanks to Lisa Ortego for helping to get the project moving within CLA.



Questions that prompted this investigation

• Do field studies address risk assessment endpoints and 
protection goals?

• Could field study endpoints be used more effectively in 
evaluating risk hypotheses and reaching regulatory decisions?

CropLife America recently initiated a project to review 
measurement endpoints from different kinds of field studies and 
evaluate their relevance to assessment endpoints and protection 
goals. Expected completion June 2020.
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The CLA project is also examining other aspects of the linkage between ecological effects endpoints and protection goals, such as using population models to extrapolate from lab measurements to population-level effects, and interpretation of Species Sensitivity Distributions in terms of community-level effects. This talk focuses on measurement endpoints from field studies.Regulators often have difficulty integrating information from field studies into regulatory decisions – especially chemical registration. The questions regulators ask have mostly been shaped by the available data. Perhaps we can reshape those questions – risk hypotheses – to incorporate relevant data from other sources, consistent with the underlying protection goals.
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Protection Goals: A brief literature review leaves us with the general conclusion that in most countries, risk assessors face difficulties because policy protection goals set in legislation are stated in broad, generalized terms and, therefore, are too ambiguous to be directly applicable in ERAs. This means that risk assessors often must interpret policy protection goals without clear guidance on what effects are considered acceptable and what effects are considered unacceptable (harmful). EFSA has noted this problem and published useful guidance on developing Specific Protection Goals based on ecosystem services and biodiversity.Assessment Endpoints: For each protection goal we can identify the relevant ecological entity (individual, population, community, ecosystem) and an attribute of that entity (e.g., survival, growth, reproduction, population size and persistence, diversity, system productivity) – these are the Assessment Endpoints. Example: persistence (an attribute) of bird populations (an entity). Protection Goals express the desired state of the entity/attribute. Assessment endpoints should be value-neutral (as in the example). The corresponding protection goal might be, “Maintain bird populations above a threshold extinction probability.”Risk Hypotheses address the potential for effects on assessment endpoints under specified conditions, e.g., “Application of a pesticide on apples in Washington is likely to reduce the persistence of local bird populations.”Measurement endpoints – otherwise known as “data” – are specified and examined to evaluate each risk hypothesis. Since there are many kinds of measurement endpoints – lines of evidence – a Weight-of-Evidence process is used to objectively consider the relevance and reliability of each piece of data in the context of a specific risk hypothesis.



Aquatic mesocosm endpoints
• Individual level

– Survival, growth, reproduction (cage studies)
• Population level

– Abundance and dynamics of mesocosm populations
– Recovery and recolonization

• Community level
– Biomass and productivity
– Species diversity

• Ecosystem level
– Production/respiration
– Litter decomposition
– Nutrient cycling
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Individual level measurement endpoints address individual level assessment endpoints, which may be relevant in some contexts (e.g. endangered species)Population level: abundance and dynamics – direct fit to population level assessment endpointsPopulation level: recovery and recolonization – support inferences on population level assessment endpointsCommunity level measurement endpoints – direct fit to community level assessment endpointsEcosystem level measurement endpoints – largely theoretical, not typical regulatory assessment endpoints



Avian field study endpoints

• Individual level
– Bird mortality
– Biomarkers

• Population level
– Abundance
– Nesting activity and success

• Community level
– Species richness

• All levels: bird use of field area and edge habitat
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Bird mortality: individual level assessment endpoint.Census, abundance: population level assessment endpoint.Census, species richness: community level assessment endpoint.Use of field and edge habitat: to refine exposure modeling for input to risk hypotheses at all levels.Nesting success (and other aspects of breeding – egg-laying, hatching, nest abandonment) have a direct effect on population dynamics (an assessment endpoint) and ultimately on population persistence (a protection goal). Measurement endpoints could be translated to assessment endpoints by wildlife population modeling.Biomarkers: indirectly relevant to individual level assessment endpoint.



Pollinator field study endpoints
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Protection Goal Assessment  Level Measurement Endpoints
Individual Worker survival; queen survival and 

fecundity; disease and parasite loads
Honey and hive products Population (colony) Colony strength and survival; hive 

weight; brood production and 
termination; honey and hive product 
production; overwintering success

Pollinator diversity Community Not addressed directly in honeybee 
tests

Pollinator services Ecosystem Forager behavior and success; pollen 
and nectar stores; honey and hive 
product production

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pollinator protection goals (from EPA white paper, EFSA)Protection of pollinator services;Protection of honey and hive product production;Protection of pollinator biodiversity.Individual level: Individual worker survival, queen fecundity, brood size (relevant to population level assessment endpoints)Population (colony) level: Colony strength and survival; honey and hive product production (also relevant to pollinator services)Community level: pollinator biodiversity: Not addressed in honeybee testsEcosystem level: pollinator services: Forager behavior and success; pollen and nectar stores; honey and hive product production
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So how can we make field study data more useful in ecological risk management?
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So how can we make field study data more useful in ecological risk management?Design studies with measurement endpoints chosen for their direct relevance to risk hypotheses and protection goals
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So how can we make field study data more useful in ecological risk management?Design studies with measurement endpoints chosen for their direct relevance to risk hypotheses and protection goalsAdapt risk hypotheses to make better use of field study data
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So how can we make field study data more useful in ecological risk management?Design studies with measurement endpoints chosen for their direct relevance to risk hypotheses and protection goalsAdapt risk hypotheses to make better use of field study dataDevelop weight-of-evidence process to objectively evaluate the relevance and reliability of field study data in the context of risk hypotheses



QUESTIONS?
Thank you!
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